
 

Make Money as a High School student
Jobs aren't easy to find when it comes to attending school, and even more so because of age,
however, what if I told you that there are part time jobs out there that can pay well even though you
are a student with chores, school, etc. All it takes is a little bit of expertise, then a little bit of utilizing
that expertise to make the most out of that talent. 

Sort of like a part time job. Haven't your parents once told you that if you are good at something,
keep doing it? Well, do just that in this case because it will help you a lot.

There are various ways that students can make some extra money. However, the best by far, is
tutoring. As a tutor, you can set your own pay limits. You work for yourself as well, so you make all
of the important decisions.

As a tutor, you can set your own pay limits. You work for yourself as well, so you make all of the
important decisions. For university students, the tutoring rate can be upwards of $20 to $40 an
hour. Combine this pay with a much lower amount of hours and you can see how the benefits
would easily add up. It becomes very easy to make more in shorter amounts of time. This is a
student's dream come true.

Although we all need money and a student job is sometimes a necessity many people go for the
holiday option. With over 3 months holiday in the summer (and a bit here and there over Christmas
and Easter) there is plenty of time to earn cash and not forfeit any nights out at university or college.
Combine a student job with an internship is the best way of earning good money and getting really
good practical experience, and increasing your chances of a graduate job at the end of your
studies.

Being an Assistant can be from writing mail and sending them out, to simply taking out the trash.
Although being an assistant isn't really a common job to find, you can't really count it out either.
Most times assistants get easy jobs such as printing out papers or simply taking out the garbage.

From blogging to profitable social networking and playing games to posting on forums, the Internet
is a world of moneymaking opportunity.

As inglorious a means of making money online as you're ever likely to find, completing market
research surveys for cash is time-consuming, invasive and very, very dull. It also happens to be
very effective. Opportunities in this field are virtually endless too, with literally thousands of
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research groups vying for your time and attention.

Good at designing or drawing? Logo designing can be an open option for you. Better yet, pay from
logo designing can come with cash rewards of up to $100.00 to even $1,000.00 per contest. Some
webmasters are willing to pay hundreds or even thousands for a good graphic designer as well. If
you believe you have talent in logo designing or graphic designing, head your way to 99designs
and compete with other designers to win cash rewards that may make you set for weeks.
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